JEFF FETTERMAN’S SOUTHERN SON
Since the release of his latest album Southern Son, Jeff Fetterman has
received numerous amounts of praise for his composition and talent, the
album has and continues to be a sensation and his work is getting the
recognition and respect due. Read on about what our contemporaries and the
news / press have thought about this fantastic new release.
“Jeff Fetterman, one of the blues world’s best kept secrets.” – AMERICAN
SONG WRITER
“Jeff Fetterman has released his best work to date. Jeff is a true, dyed-inthe-wool blues-rock force. He may be from Pennsylvania, but he is surely
a Southern Son. Trust me when I say, you’ll want this album in your collection and you’ll play it again and
again.“–AMERICAN BLUES SCENE
“Southern Son is a solid album which ranges across blues and other styles, including a couple of noteworthy
songs, making it a good listen.”–BLUES BLAST
“Jeff Fetterman is one of those guitar players that will make sure the blues remain alive and well.” Southern
Son is a soulful blues record that will fill you right up.“ – JOHN THE ROCK DOCTOR
“Southern Son” has so many positive attributes…when the opening track ended at 4:26 I was among Jeff
Fetterman’s biggest fans. Fetterman is a very accomplished guitarist and enjoyable vocalist, always flexible
enough to match voice with style. In addition he’s a very clever and accomplished lyricist.“ –
BLUESROCK.REVIEWS
“Jeff Fetterman plays blues guitar with fire and soul and is a testament to what the blues is about with a
passion that is evident in its delivery. The “Boss of the Blues” carries the torch and doesn’t disappoint. Blues
and fire with a passion.“–THE BLUES AND ROOTS MUSIC BLOG
“Jeff Fetterman is from the old school – deep rooted Southern Blues with a tremendous sense of funk underlying
his Blues/rock guitar. With the addition of dynamite top sidemen he makes an irresistible sound and one that
had me bouncing off the walls of my listening shack. “–MUSIC-NEWS.COM (UK)
“Fetterman is literally unstoppable!! The American guitarist and singer/songwriter confirmed once again,
through Southern Son, to be one of the most inspired, talented and versatile Blues/Rock and Funk artists of the
current generation. Jeff Fetterman at his absolute best!“–BLUEBIRD REVIEWS
“Sizzling, Soulful and Southern Blues Straight Outta Pennsylvania. Jeff Fetterman has been around a long
time; playing every club within a 300 mile- radius of his home town and sharing stages with just about every
household name Rock or Blues guitarist to venture into that part of America; but this album is far too good to
stay in Pennsylvania …… it deserves a much wider audience; and Europe is gonna love it!“ – THE ROCKING
MAGPIE
“There are these moments of clarity that occur rather rarely. For instance when you hear a band or an artist
that exceeds all expectations. That’s an excellent definition of Jeff Fetterman“–BLUES HIGHWAY US 61
“Fetterman’s Southern Son surely shines, and is one spectacular listen.” – PHILLY CHEEZE’S ROCK &
BLUES REVIEWS

